66 mustang ignition switch

We're not completely certain where the first key-operated ignition switches appeared. However,
we are certain they've made the world safer for our automobiles. Think of the ignition switch as
your Mustang's sentry. It acknowledges only the key you were given with the car, bringing your
Mustang's engine and all of its accessories to life with a twist. The ignition switch, its lock
cylinder, and your key keep things personal. Things become impersonal whenever the ignition
switch or lock cylinder fail to do their jobs. Few things make us feel more defeated than a car
that won't start. The truth is, ignition switches rarely fail. They typically work faithfully year after
year. However, many classic Mustangs still have their factory ignition switches and lock
cylinders, installed when Lyndon Johnson was president. It may be time for a change. Be sure
to check out the side articles below for steps on how to replace the ignition switch on your year
Mustang. This Mustang pro-touring build is anything but vaporwareâ€”it is the cutting edge real
deal. The story of the Shelby Ford Mustang G. We apologize for this inconvenience and
encourage you to visit How to Replace ''73 Mustang Ignition Switches. Canadian K-Code.
Mustang Girl Monday Mustang. Mustang Girl Monday: Mustang convertible. Mustang Monthly.
How To. Mustang Monthly How To Engine. Jim Smart. The ''66 Mustang ignition switch shown is
tied to the electricalsystem with a multiplex plug. The center post is for accessories. Thisswitch
is retained by a spring-loaded push-and-turn escutcheon. For , the Mustang's ignition switch
changed for one year only. Thinkof the '67 ignition switch as a little bit of old and a little bit
ofnew. It looks different with a fat barrel and a screw-on escutcheon, butit retains the ''style
center accessory power post and multiplexplug. This is the plug-in, ''69 ignition switch. Gone is
the centeraccessory post. Because this switch's load factor was apparently toohigh, it tended to
cook the wiring, so Ford included a new plug with thereplacement switch. When Ford went to
locking steering columns in , it completelychanged the ignition switch's appearance. For only,
the ignitionswitch was located below the top collar and actuated by a rod tied tothe ignition lock
cylinder, located at 4 o'clock on the column. It'seasy to replace. One problem--it's not available
new. This is the ''73 Mustang ignition switch. Because Ford changed thesteering column's
design for , the switch was located further downthe column near the bottom. Access is even
easier. Sources Dallas Mustang, Dept. Connect With Us. Stay informed with our Newsletter Sign
Up Now. Most Popular. View More Girls. See All News. Sponsored links. Related Articles.
Mustang Or when you turn on the radio and the turn signals start flashing? If you have any
questions that you think I might be able to help you with, or, if I have posted something that still
doesn't seem to be as clear as it could be, please feel free to ask. That's odd. Did the car just
start doing that all of a sudden, or, has it done that since you bought the car? Also, when you
say 'dimmer switch',do you mean the headlight dimmer switch that's on the floor or the knob on
the headlight switch that dims the instrument lights. Hi Veronica, How would I go about finding
the factory tach? Also, Could you get more into detail on how to fix the tach by connecting the
wires you speak of? I am having the problem of the car starting up, but then instantly dieing or
not wanting to continue to run. I think my tach may have gone out? I am running a rebuilt motor
and also have electronic, not points I will check the resistor wire, but how would I do so? That
should be something in the 6 to 8 volt range. The tachometer is not hard to locate. If you have
one, it will either be one of the gauges in a rally pack attached to the steering column or, a
free-standing gauge mounted to the dash or possibly the steering column. You would not be
fixing the tach by connecting those two wires. What you would be doing is bypassing it. If it has
failed, what you would be doing is bypassing what is functionally a great big blown fuse.
Veronica, We bought my son a mustang, ran but sounded like it needed some TLC. About a
month ago it got to where it would not crank. We bought a carburetor kit and my dad rebuilt it
but that still did not help the problem. It will turn over and crank but when you release the key it
will die. We replaced the solenoid, ignition switch,condenser and points. Still would die when
you let off the key. My dad ran a wire from the battery to the coil, we turned the key and it
cranked and stayed running. So we are thinking the pink resistor wire is bad. Does this sound
right and how do we replace and or check it. We also tested the solenoid and it read 10 on the
meter on both sides. We traced the Pink resistor wire from the ignition switch to the firewall and
on the other side it becomes a brown wire to the coil. Any help would be greatly appreciated.
You are definitely on the right track. That brown wire that goes to the coil is supposed to be red
with a green stripe. It sounds like someone might have spliced something in for some reason.
People do funny things to their old Mustangs. A failed resitor wire will cause all of the
symptoms that you describe, but, I think that what you have going on is just some wires going
to the wrong places. I would first check the wiring that I had on the car against what is shown in
the wiring diagram in the second picture and make sure that everything was going to the place
that it is supposed to. No big changes except for Petronix Ignitor. I have no spark and have
been reading all of the forums. With ignition "ON" I have Any thoughts? Thanks in advance.
Hello Again, So, I tried an old coil that came out of the car 8 years ago. I get heck because I do

not discard old parts. Guess what? It runs perfectly. So, my question is, is too much voltage
getting to the coil? When ignition is on, there are Is there something wrong and will I burn out
this old coil as well. Thanks for any insight and help you can provide. Weirdness like that is why
my car is running on breaker points instead of Pertronix. I had one of those things in my car a
few years ago, but I never really trusted it, and I kept hearing stories like yours. I always kept the
points and condensor in the glove box for 'just in case', so, I just went ahead and put the points
back in. As far as the 6V when the wire is attached to the coil, it's supposed to do that if you
have not bypassed the resistor wire. It could be that the coil that wasn't working right has died
on you,but, I really couldn't say anything for sure without having the car sitting right in front of
me. If it was me, I would run the coil that works until it quit working, and have a spare in the
trunk that I knew worked also. The coil that you have might go for years. As far as hanging on to
old parts goes, I'm that way, also. But, take heart. Eventually people come to accept that this is
just who you are and let it go. I haven't had anyone try to give me grief about all of these parts
stacked up everywhere for a while now. My husband will start poking at me about it
occasionally because he seems to enjoy doing that, but, nobody else does. I have a66 that was
running. I think we may have shorted something. The horn button? Is not on the car. While car
was running, my son touched the horn button to the steering column, trying to figure out how it
attaches. He says he saw a spark. The car died. Now we have NO electrical No headlight, no
courtesylight, nothing. Any suggestions? My 66 has no electrical at all except battery is good.
Power to yellow wire at firewall engine side. Car was running, think I may have shorted
something. Also the pink resistor wire has a white connector near ignition switch. In messing
around trying to find why no electrical, white connector is damaged. It's supposed to be
plugged into that anyway. Momentarily shorting out the horns shouldn't kill the whole electrical
system. The horns draw power from the headlight switch, not the ignition switch. Since
everything died at once, the way to figure out what happened would be to start at the black wire
with a yellow stripe that is attached to same post on the starter solenoid as the positive battery
cable and follow that in stages with a volt meter to find out where the power is stopping. If it
does not show power, the problem is in front of the firewall, in the engine bay area. If it does
show power, then the problem is inside the car, behind the dash. I have a mustang and am
having issues starting the car. We replaced the engine and reinstalled the wiring. After playing
around I got the car to start. The next day when I went to start the car nothing would happen.
The car doesn't even roll over. What do you think may be the problem? Based on what you have
said, it is an extremely long list of things that could be the problem. I would start with running a
wire from the positive battery post and touch the post on the front of the starter solenoid that is
marked 'S'. It should have a red wire with a blue stripe on it. If no to power on that wire, the
problem is somewhere along that wire between the solenoid and the ignition switch. If the car
has an automatic transmission, that wire goes through a neutral safety switch, which also could
be the problem. Check those things and let me know what you discover. Wow Mrs. Veronica,
you know an impressive amount about these old stangs! Thank you, that is very kind of you.
The problem with trying to figure out what's wrong with a car that has a mix-n-match
configuration installed by the dreaded Previous Owner is that you can't really tell what it is,
exactly, that he has done. I would check and see if this was the original bell housing first, and
then I would try to figure out which flywheel he has on there. If the motor came with that
flywheel, then maybe it's mentioned in the paperwork on the motor. However, typically in these
situations the aforementioned Previous Owner has thrown away all of the paperwork years ago.
If that is case, and the starter teeth seem to be getting chewed up on the front end, I would wind
my nerve spring up as tight as I could and stick a long nose starter in there to see what it did.
On the no spark thing, I would disconnect the lead from the coil to the points at the distributor
end, turn the key to the on position and see if I got power at the distributor end of that wire. If
yes, I would go ahead and replace the points. If no, then I would disconnect the wire from the
positive side of the coil and make sure it showed power. If yes, the coil is bad, if no, the problem
is between the coil and the ignition switch. Let me know what you find out. I finally got it to
crank after I sorted out the mess the previous owner left me, but it will not run. I do not know.
The dreaded Previous Owner strikes again. There are all sorts of things that make a car crank,
fire up, sputter and then die. You will need a volt meter if you don't already have one. I would
start by turning the key to the on position and check to see if I had voltage at the post marked 'I'
on the front of the starter solenoid. If it does, I would reconnect it, pull the distributor cap and
have a look at the points. If they look ok, the gap is about right, etc I would put everything back
together, pull a spark plug, put wire back on the plug and, holding the plug with some insulated
pliers, ground the plug out on a valve cover bolt or something while someone cranks the motor
as if trying to start it. If that shows a good spark, you could have a fuel delivery problem, like the
carb needs to be gone through, a clogged up fuel filter, maybe a a problem with the fuel pump,

etc.. My 65 mustang will periodically sputter and shut down then spit and backfire when you try
to start it again. I replaced the distributed, coil, wires and plugs and the problem kept
happening. I finally realized that though the resister wire shows resistance I was still getting 11
volts to the coil. I put an extra resister in which brought it down to 9 volts and everything
cleared up until today when it sputtered a little and then when I went to start it again she started
doing the whole sputter backfire thing again. I unplugged the wire from the starter solenoid and
it started fine. Why would my ignition periodically not like the 12 volts when the car is designed
to provide 12 volts when starting? Also when the car is running and I touch 12 volts to the coil it
kills the engine. What could cause it to be so sensitive to voltage? The answer to a couple of
quick questions would help out a bunch. First, which wire did you unplug from the starter
solenoid? Also, is your ignition system in basically stock configuration, as in,a stock distributor
that had points inside it, no MSD box, etc? The ignition is stock but new with points. I
unplugged the right wire which goes directly to the coil. I tested it to make sure it was right and
that it wasn't shorting out anywhere. There is no power at this starting solenoid terminal when
engine is running. It shows about 13 volts when cranking. It seams that the extra 13 volts
causes problems sometimes. If I jump a wire directly to the solenoid with no resister the engin
will die and won't start. I purchased a new coil with no change. Even with this wire unplugged it
loads up sometimes. It runs great but will stumble periodically. I have become quite baffled by
the problem. Before I removed the wire to the solenoid it was really hard to start. It would
backfire, shake and barely start. I replaced the whole ignition system except cab wiring. Then
replaced fuel system including carb. That didn't' work so I overhauled the engin and replaced
the timing chain and gears. Engin looked great but still had the problem. Would run sometimes
but rough and was really hard to start. I finally put the extra resister in and it started running
really good. After a couple days it died and was doing the same thing when I would try to start
it. Being that my new clue was voltage I thought that maybe the extra 13 volts was causing the
problem. I pulled the plug on the starter solenoid and it started up no problem. I don't
understand why it can't handle the extra voltage. Also as I mentioned it has a little flutter. I put a
volt meter on the wire going to the coil and I noticed a fluctuation between 6 7 8 volts. When I
first installed it it was showing 9 volts. Do you think these fluxuations could cause the coil to
fire erratically and are these fluxuations normal? If everything is as it should be, the car would
not start with that brown wire on the 'I' post of the starter solenoid unplugged. When the key is
in the Start position, power goes to the coil from the starter solenoid along that wire. If the car
will start with that wire unplugged, the coil must be getting power from somewhere else, which
would just about have to mean that you have a short in the ignition wiring somewhere. I think
that I would snatch the instrument cluster out and have a look at the wiring coming out of the
back of the ignition switch. If that seems to be ok, I would also remove the connector from the
back of the ignition switch and have a good, close look at that. That would at least be a good
starting point, anyway. Thank you. I started suspecting that. I unplugged the pink wire from the
ignition switch and plugged in a new non resisted wire. I ran this wire directly to the coil and
purchased a coil with an internal resister. She runs great now. This makes sense because I
believe the radio has a short in it. I didn't think about the radeo being on the same wiring
because the wiring diagram doesn't show it but it may be since its part of the accessory wiring.
Not sure but I unplugged it as well. Anyway it seems the issue is solved and this could be the
same problem with the original posters car. Hi Veronica, we could use some advice. Tested the
resistor wire per your direction and we're getting 12V at the coil. Now I'm wondering if it's a
valid replacement or if we need to just replace the resistor wire? Or do we even need a resistor
wire with the flamethrower II coil? The full 12V would cause both the coil and the points to fail
prematurely. The cleanest way to accomplish that would obviously be to just replace the
resistor wire, but, I'm not sure if anybody still sells that resistor wire by itself. It used to be that
you could buy them at the parts department of a Ford dealership, but, they might be out of them
by now. Another way to go would be to put a resistor block from an old Mopar, like 69
Challenger or Road Runner, under the hood, but, if this is a car that you take to shows, you
would have to put that behind the dash somewhere, and those things get pretty hot when the
car is running. The advantage of the resistor wire is that it spreads that heat out over the entire
length of the wire, instead of concentrating it in that one little resistor block. Let me know if you
have trouble finding the resistor wire, if that is the way you decide to go, and I'll see if I can find
someone that has one of them. I have just purchased a beautiful on the outside 65 Mercury
Comet. Unfortunately to start it the previous owner used a wire from the battery to the solenoid
to provide what the ignition switch would normally provide in the "on" position. Therefore I
need to lift the hood every time I start or stop the engine. The wiring in general has been cut
apart and reassembled many times. I am planning on a complete new wire harness over the
winter but I would like to drive it a little now. After reading the posts and comments here I

believe that the resistor wire is bad. If I were to apply power to the pink wire coming out of the
column connector from a neighboring wire with continuous power and the car starts and stays
running then would that mean that the resistor wire is shot? Does this starting procedure go
something like you open the hood, run a wire to the post marked 'I' on the starter solenoid, then
go inside the car and start the car with the key in the usual manner, and then, when you arrive at
your destination, you turn the key off, and then go disconnect the wire from the starter
solenoid? The problem could be the resistor wire, or, it could be the big plug-in connector at the
firewall. That activates the solenoid and power goes from the battery, through the solenoid and
then to the starter. If those two wires have gotten themselves cut off from each other because of
af age, corrosion, etc.. If, when you try to start the car, it just cranks and cranks and never fires,
the problem I just described is far more likely to be your problem. If, on the other hand, you try
to start the car with key, it sounds like it started, you release the key from the start position, and
the car dies instantly, that is a problem with the resistor wire, assuming that you have already
run the test I mentioned by plugging in a new wire from the switch to the coil. If you haven't run
that test, the problem could also be the ignition switch or the big connector on the back of the
ignition switch. That test would either eliminate those two candidates or confirm that it is one
them that is causing the problem. It tests at about 1. Any idea what we're missing? In other
words, there is one wire going straight from the ignition switch to the coil, with the resistor wire
being one section of that one wire. If that is what you have, I don't know what the problem
would be, but, it isn't with the way that you have the wiring. I would unplug that brown wire and
see what sort of readings I got, but, it would be really, really strange if that actually was what
was happening. Hi Veronica, Thank you very much for your detailed comment. I got sidetracked
with replacing the steering rack which should have been straight forward but has been a
challenge at best. I did use an Ohm meter on the ignition switch and found out it was bad so I
replaced it. Now that I am waiting on a new exhaust manifold for the steering problem. I will try
the wire test this weekend. I will let you know next week what I came up with. Thanks again. The
engine turns over, but doesn't start. I am not getting a spark at the plugs. I purchased new
points, distributor, and rotor but still nothing. Any suggestions on what could be the problem? I
have read a couple of other forums and blogs, but wanted to ask because you seem the most
informative. Thanks for any help you can provide. You are too kind. If you could answer a
couple of quick questions, that would really help out a bunch. First, has this car been like this
since you got it? And, when you installed the new points, did you also get a new condensor?
Thanks for the quick reply back. I just purchased everything new because it was sitting up for
10 years. The points looked pretty bad. The only part that i wasn't able to get new was the
condenser. New coil, plugs, wires, rotor, cap, and points. Ive read it could be at the ignition with
or the resistor wire, I'm getting some voltage so wasn't sure what the my next approach should
be. What color are said wire, and what are your thoughts? Here in Texas, that condensor is
readily available at any major auto parts chain store. I would definitely try to track that down
somewhere. I'm assuming that you checked to see if the coil was getting power by just turning
the key to the 'On' position and checking with a volt meter. When the key is in the 'Start'
position power goes to the coil from a different place than when the key is in the 'On' position.
For starters, I would have a friend attempt to start the car will I checked the post on the starter
solenoid marked 'I' which has the brown wire on it to see if it showed power. A problem with the
resistor wire would not make the car not get power to the plugs while cranking on the starter
because the resitor wire is bypassed when you start the car. Ok I got a chance to check
solenoid. I'm by no means an electrican so hopefully I used the voltmeter the correct way. I
came up with 5. When the car was cranked it went down to. I felt the solenoid after cranking and
it was very warm to the touch. Is that that proper volts or should it be sending 12 down the
pipe? No, the car is supposed to be getting the full 12V when starting. Just to make sure, I
would pull the brown wire off of the post marked 'I' on the front of the solenoid, have the
aforementioned friend crank the car, and check the post on the starter solenoid to see what the
voltage is when cranking. It is supposed to be 12V, but, if the battery is not all that it could be,
the voltage might drop a little. If the car will crank, it should be at nearly 12V, though. If it
actually does drop down to point something volts, you need a new starter solenoid. Got a new
solenoid and finally was able to crank it. Showing 12 volts in the on position, and when cranking
very low voltage. Took off the brown wire and also nothing. I have a 66 mustang with a I put in
new points and it ran great for a short amount of time. Then turned rough - 10 min of driving.
Brought it back in the garage and put in new points since the other was charred way too fast.
After other diagnostic efforts I found out wires 6 and 3 do not produce a spark to the plug. I put
in new cap and rotor, switched wires to see if it were a faulty wire but the wires work fine and
put in new spark plugs. Still no spark out of wire 6 and 3. The rotation of the wires is and I find it
odd that the two numbers next to each other are producing a spark out of the wire. I think that I

would start by checking the point cam of the distributor to make sure that the points are
actually opening for numbers 6 and 3. It could be that a slightly bent shaft in the distributor
could make those positions not open the points, or, it could be that 50 years of use has worn
them down. If you rotate the motor by hand and stop on each lobe of the point cam and check
the point gap, that should tell you something useful, one way or the other. Post a Comment.
They don't really want that pt. They just want this car that they dearly love to be able to cruise
around smoothly and reliably, without having it dump them out on the side of the road or have it
start making weird noises or belching out big clouds of funky-smelling smoke. And I think, truth
be told, that this is by far the largest class of Mustang owners. They take their car to some
technician when what they actually need is a mechanic, and this, frequently, does not work out
very well at all for the owner. They don't want to re-engineer the entire car, they just want
someone to fix what broke. These are the people that I am trying help out with this blog. Some
problems require a little bit of back and forth, as in, "Try this. None of that ridiculous
one-upmanship, no flaming or abuse, none of that stuff. Just good, solid advice from people
that know what they are talking about. Thursday, April 3, Mustang Ignition system and Here is
what your ignition system looks like without that pesky Mustang wrapped around it, along with
the wiring diagram. This is a very simple system with a high degree of reliability, even when
subjected to the horrible abuse and neglect some people inflict on these cars. How this works
is, when the key is in the 'On' position, power goes from the ignition switch to the resistor wire,
indicated by the red arrow in the bottom picture. This wire is plugged into a red wire with a
green stripe that comes out of the ignition switch. When the power flows through the resistor
wire, the voltage is reduced from 12V to about 9V by means of, that's right, resistance. That is
the point indicated by the blue arrow. Inside the coil, the power is transformed from 9V to
something in the 25, to 50, volt range, again, depending on the manufacturer of your coil. It
sends this blast of power to the distributor by the big wire in the center of the distributor cap
that looks like an extra spark wire. The rotor inside the distributor is spinning. The contact point
on the tip of the rotor makes contact with the contact points underneath each of the plug
locations of the spark plug wires as it spins around and sends that blast of current to the
appropriate spark plug wire, which, in turn, causes the spark plug to fire. In the picture of the
distributor top without the distributor cap, the red arrow indicates the condensor, and the
yellow arrow indicates the breaker points. Here is how a breaker point ignition system works.
The ignition system has two separate circuits in it. One, called the primary circuit, consists of
the primary windings in the coil, the primary lead, which is the wire that runs from the Dist post
on the coil to the distributor, the points, and then a path to ground through the casing of the
distributor. The secondary circuit is the secondary windings of the coil, the high tension lead
ninth spark plug wire that goes to the distributor cap , the distributor cap, rotor, and the plug
wires. There are two different circuits inside the coil. How this works is power is supplied to the
coil through the post marked Bat. When the key is in the 'Start' position power goes out to the
starter solenoid through the wire attached to the S post on the solenoid. This closes the switch
inside and sends power to the starter, and sends power out through the wire on the 'I' post on
the solenoid, which meets up with the wire that goes to the bat post on the coil. Power goes into
the coil, runs through the primary windings, out the Dist post on the coil, through the closed
points, and then to ground. When the car starts and the key is in the 'On' position, power goes
through the resistor wire plugged into the ignition switch connector, and out to the Bat post on
the coil and, again, through the primary circuit. When the points open, that breaks the primary
circuit, hence the name 'Breaker Point Ignition' and the magnetic field that is built up in the
primary coil windings goes through the secondary windings in the coil, and this produces the
high voltage needed to actually fire the spark plugs. The high voltage goes out of the coil
through the high tension lead, down into the distributor cap, through the rotor and out to the
spark plugs, which are grounded through the threaded part of the plug. The points then close,
which allows the current to pass through the path to ground through the primary circuit, and the
coil builds up another shot of the high voltage for when the points open again. So, if the points
are good, you will see a power reading from pretty much any metal part of the distributor when
the points are closed, because the distributor is the ground for the primary circuit. If there is no
power reading from the metal of the distributor, that means that power could not pass through
the two contacts of the points, and that can't happen if the points are in a usable condition. If
you have a power reading on the metal parts of the distributor when the points are open, that
means that the primary lead is shorting itself out on the case of the distributor somehow,
probably where it goes through that hole in the side of the distributor. The fix is to replace the
primary lead and try not to scrape it up when it gets shoved through the hole in the side of the
distributor. If the primary circuit checks out ok, but the plugs still aren't getting any spark, that
is generally either a torched out distributor cap or rotor, bad plug wires or spark plugs that are

fouled or just plain worn out. It's actually a pretty simple system once one understands how
these components all work together to shoot sparks down to the plugs. It is important that this
system be properly maintained by means of a regular tune-up, which consists of replacing the
spark plugs, distributor cap, rotor, points and condensor, along with inspecting the wiring
periodically to make sure that nothing is damaged or worn out, or has a bunch crud or
corrosion building up on a connection. These cars will keep on chugging down the road in an
astonishingly poor condition, but it is costing you in a lot of ways to do that, namely, poor fuel
economy and poor performance. Since all of the parts involved in this tune-up are really, really
cheap, and readily available from any auto parts store, and the level of expertise needed to
perform this tune-up is amazingly low, it makes no sense not to. There is a problem that people
encounter, which seems to be quite baffling to them, but results in 'car won't start'. If, when you
turn the key to the start position, the car cranks fine, sounds like it started, but dies instantly
when the key returns to the On position, that is almost always one of two things. Either the
resistor wire is dead, and needs to be replaced, or, the car has a factory tach, and the tach has
died. You could get a factory tach on these cars if A you had a 65 or 66 Shelby GT, you
purchased one of the over-the-counter Cobra or Rotunda tachs from your local Ford dealer, or
your car had an original rally pac. How the factory tachs were wired was, two of the wires that
came out of the back of the tach were connected in-line with the resistor wire at the ignition
switch. You unplugged the resistor wire from the red wire with the green stripe near the ignition
switch and plugged the two tach wires into the two ends of the ignition wiring. When the tach
dies, it takes the car's ignition system with it. The fix is to unplug the tach wires and plug the
resistor wire back into the red wire with the green stripe that comes from the ignition switch.
Posted by Veronica at AM. Newer Post Older Post Home. Subscribe to: Post Comments Atom.
About Me Veronica Hello. I am married to a wonderful man and we have two children, a son and
a daughter. And, yes, my children really are smarter, faster, stronger, kinder and more beautiful
than yours. View my complete profile. Electrical problem Ford Mustang V8 Two Wheel Drive
Automatic unknow miles My mustang has a new battery, starter, starter relay, ignition and
alternator. It will not start by turning the key, it with start by turning the key on and crossing the
starter relay on the fender well. Can you please advise where I should search next? Do you.
Have you checked neutral safety switch? Try start in neutral Was this answer. Yes, I did try and
start it in neutral and still nothing. Do you think the neutral safety switch is out? Was this
answer. Yes it prohibits power to solenoid if car in gear. This is going back to my teenage years
but believe on trans find switch think three wires remove with test light find power on a terminal
believe jumper two outside. If starts replace switch Was this answer. I will give that a try, might
have to wait a while, it has been so hot here in Phoenix, I about die in the heat anymore, getting
old. LOL I will let you know what I find once it cools down a little bit. Don Was this answer.
Please login or register to post a reply. Related Engine Not Running Content. I Checked All The
Asked by nicholastousseau yahoo. How to fix an engine not starting running. Observing lights
and sounds when the engine is not starting is essential, these steps can give you a direction to
proceed which are listed in order of difficulty. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! All
items are new reproduction parts, fit is gauranteed. This kit is correct for all Ford Mustangs. We
accept payment through Paypal. We will only ship orders to verified Paypal addresses. We offer
worldwide, international shipping too. Please contact us with questions regarding international
shipping quotes. All purchases are packaged and shipped promptly. Parts that are damaged
during shipment are the responsibility of the carrier. All carriers inspect our outbound packages
at the point of pick up. Shortages must be brought to our attention within 7 days of your
receiving the order. We ship our products daily and utilize USPS for most of our shipping. Your
purchase will be prepared and shipped promptly and safely to you. We will combine shipping
whenever possible to save you money. Often times, the discount we give for combined shipping
is substantially higher than the discount automatically generated by eBay or PayPal. Therefore,
please wait to receive an updated invoice from us before making payment. If you would like to
combine shipping with auction items that are ending on different days and times, just let us
know and we will hold your item to allow for you to combine shipping with your multiple
purchases. All returns must be preapproved prior to returning the item. Most customers want to
deal with knowledgeable and honest dealers, we have many years of experience in the Ford
Mustang restoration business. We want to provide you with the right parts at fair prices and
provide the level of customer service that will always bring you back to our company for all your
Mustang parts needs. We are located in Southern Idaho and look forward to working with you.
Our business is a family type operation, and we want to build a relationship with you and be the
supplier you can buy most of your parts from. Our inventory will grow as our business grows,
we are always ready to quote prices and availability on parts you may need that you don't see
offered on our site. Have a great day and we are looking forward to your business! Skip to main
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Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. After walking car
shows for more than 40 years, we have seen tons of interesting rides. Open hoods say a lot
about the person who owns the Mustang and how much they know about automotive electrical
systems. We see wiring bundles, splices, and connections that leave us awake at night
wondering if the guy got home without help from the fire department. Un-protected circuits void
of fuses or circuit breakers, vulnerable wiring subject to chaffing and short circuits, way too
many accessories on one circuit, HID headlights without relays, big subwoofer sound systems
with the original low-amp Autolite alternator and a single battery, engines not properly
grounded, and the list goes on. A safe electrical system is your wealth in a classic Mustang. All
wiring, connections, switches, and accessories should be adequately protected to the point
where they can be considered failsafe and foolproof. This is easily one of the most common
mistakes enthusiasts make with their electrical systems. There are two theories on current flow.
Some say positive to negative while others say negative to positive. Nonetheless, you must
have a solid connection between the two. All grounding surfaces must be metal to metal.
Improper grounding causes more electrical gremlins than any other issue. It is best to have
several grounds where possible to ensure a complete circuit. You must always have a ground
strap between the engine and firewall because rubber engine mounts tend to insulate the
engine from the chassis ground. We see this one all the timeâ€”too high a load for the switch or

circuit-breaker capacity. Wiring, relay, and circuit-breaker capacity are crucial to proper and
safe electrical-system function. Your engine would sputter and fall flat on its face. Not enough
electrical capacity is like trying to drink a Slurpee with a cocktail straw. This is called resistance.
Do this with a greater diameter straw and flow is plentiful and resistance low. Wiring is the same
way. Your high-amp starter requires very heavy-gauge cable and a starter solenoid to make the
connection. Your ignition switch sends power to the solenoid, which is a relay that makes the
connection between battery and starter. The starter winding energizes, thereby cranking the
engine. The same can be said for high-amp devices like sound systems, electric radiator
cooling fans, and high-intensity headlights. You must have a switched relay to handle the
amperage, along with the wiring capacity to handle the load. Andrew Erichson of Painless not
only suggests relays, but a complete wiring package engineered to handle greater electrical
loads. Accessories like electric radiator cooling fans, sub-woofer sound systems, and
high-intensity headlights pull down a lot of amps. You need a heavy-duty switching device to
cycle power on and off with high-amp electrical devices. A light duty switch energizes the relay,
which completes the high-amp electrical connection. Never be fooled into thinking you can run
high-amp accessories through a light-duty switch. Classic Mustang owners tend to get lost in
the 's when it comes to electrical system demand. Most burned up during the first year of
operation; leaving them connected makes for a fire hazard. The Mr. AMP 3G single-wire
internally regulated alternator from Performance Distributors is an easy drop-in replacement for
your 1G charger. This guy is pre-wired and Performance Distributors gives you detailed
instructions. AMP 3G comes with cables and circuit protection for your safety. This one ranks
right up there with poor grounding. We see some of the darnedest wiring jobs in our travels,
and quite frankly, it makes us nervous. Willy-Nilly unprotected wiring strung all over the place is
dangerous, especially if unprotected by a fuse, fusible link, or circuit breaker. We see
connections directly to the positive post or starter solenoid, with no obvious circuit protection.
It spells disaster if it shorts to ground. Wiring should be wrapped and protected and follow a
logical path from origin to destination. A fusible link, when overloaded with a short circuit or
extraordinarily high amp draw, will melt and open the circuit like a fuse does. Your wiring
should never look like this. Unprotected, they become vulnerable to chaffing, heat, and the
elements. Wiring should never be this vulnerable. An engine harness, which includes ignition,
senders, and charging system, should always be wrapped and protected. If your existing wiring
harness is loaded with splices and open butt connectors, it is oftentimes smarter to replace the
entire wiring harness with a new Alloy Metal harness. A new harness is simply safer and can be
installed in a matter of hours. What makes the Alloy Metal harness superior to other
reproductions is close attention to detail. Wire colors are extruded, not painted, for permanent
identification. Plugs are easier to connect. Instrument lamp sockets will accommodate all LED
bulbs without popping out. Careless splices are another careless mistake enthusiasts make
time and time again. Automobiles move and vibrate, calling for a failsafe electrical connection.
When you need to splice electrical connections, use butt connectors and crimping pliers at a
minimum. Do not use diagonal cutting pliers. For best results, solder all connections and
insulate them properly. Be careful with your splices and wrapping. This is how you do it. This is
how you splice and protect a premium electrical system. This is not how you splice and
connect. These are vulnerable connections that can leave you stranded. Ideally, solder
insulated boots to your ignition leads and protect them from the elements. The dimmer switch is
made of cast aluminum and your floor pan is steel, and touching dissimilar metal can cause
corrosion. This is a region where moisture can get in, so the problem becomes even more
critical. This piece also properly routes switch wiring. We see more dimmer switch installations
void of this important insulator, which goes in between the dimmer switch and floorpan.
Pertronix has long been known for innovative ignition products that have made our lives as
hobbyists easier. Check this out. We like this professional-grade wire crimper from Pertronix.
Put your diagonal cutting pliers away and invest in this timesaving tool. It is designed to crimp
virtually any size wire and yields professional results. Fact is, your battery must be secured with
a stud and nut battery hold-down in the interest of safety. The Ignitor must have 12 to 14 volts to
perform as designed. Another mistake we see, and have made, is proper grounding of the
Ignitor module. And if it starts without the ground strap, the engine will stall sooner or later.
Aftermarket ignition systems must have the full complement of 12 to 14 volts to function
properly. Another option is to use the Pertronix ignition relay kit and trigger the relay with the
stock resistor wire, too. Jim Thayer at Alloy Metal Products, which makes outstanding
reproduction wiring products, told us one of the biggest mistakes people make is to
second-guess electrical engineers. We splice and look to factory fuse boxes when adding
circuits, Jim tells us. All Alloy Metal Products wiring harnesses have the auxiliary factory
switched and constant live plugs found in original wiring harnesses. You cannot remove the

stripe identification. Proper wire sizing is what building a safe electrical system is all about. Too
many of us improperly size wiring for the load and wind up in trouble. When we spoke with Jim
Thayer at Alloy Metal Products about how to add circuits to the factory wiring harness he
stressed using the connections Ford and Alloy Metal provide, and knowing when and how to
add protected auxiliary circuits with relays for high-amp draw accessories. Never overtax the
stock wiring harness with a dangerous splice. And never run a higher amp fuse than a circuit is
designed for. Fuses are there for your protection. Bypass them or install an accessory without
them and you risk fire. Circuit breakers do the same thing as fuses, except they automatically
reset themselves when the short expires and contacts cool. Never use more circuit breaker
capacity than a circuit is designed for. From circuit breakers for accessories like air
conditioning are mounted and connected on this switched post. It can be unsafe if it shorts out
before the breaker. We will always wonder what Ford electrical engineers were thinking when
they came up with this oneâ€”the power post from Mustang ignition switches. It is live when the
ignition is on or in accessory mode. It is also vulnerable to short circuits and fire. We often add
a long rubber vacuum cap or electrical tape to cover and protect the stud from accidental
contact. From Ford ignition switches had this auxiliary power switched post. It provides power
for accessories and is normally fitted with a circuit breaker but not all of them were. Always cap
this post with a rubber or plastic insulator to prevent accidental short to ground experiences.
We learned this one the hard way. Closely inspect the filament and filament support posts for
distortion that can cause an internal short circuit and potentially a fire. We have experienced at
least one taillight bulb internal short that melted a main wiring harness. When we traced the
cause it was learned one of our taillight bulbs suffered an internal short when one post leaned
over and touched the other. Periodically perform a light bulb inspection on your classic
Mustang. Some parking and taillight bulbs have been known to short internally. View all posts
by: Mike Vrh. November 11, Comments are closed. We're not completely certain where the first
key-operated ignition switches appeared. However, we are certain they've made the world safer
for our automobiles. Think of the ignition switch as your Mustang's sentry. It acknowledges
only the key you were given with the car, bringing your Mustang's engine and all of its
accessories to life with a twist. The ignition switch, its lock cylinder, and your key keep things
personal. Things become impersonal whenever the ignition switch or lock cylinder fail to do
their jobs. Few things make us feel more defeated than a car that won't start. The truth is,
ignition switches rarely fail. They typically work faithfully year after year. However, many classic
Mustangs still have their factory ignition switches and lock cylinders, installed when Lyndon
Johnson was president. It may be time for a change. Turn the ignition left to "ACC" and insert a
paper clip into the hole beneath the key hole. Turn the key counterclockwise to 9 o'clock.
Instead of a push-and-turn escutcheon, the ''68 switch employs a screw-on escutcheon,
serviceable with a special tool available from Mustangs Etc. This switch is secured with a
bracket that ties it to the dashboard. Although this is the same ignition switch used in , it
installs differently in a completely different dashboard. However, government-mandated safety
and antitheft changes meant the '70 would be considerably different inside, with a
one-year-only, locking steering column. The ignition lock cylinder locks the steering column
when the ignition is in the "off" position. When the steering column is unlocked to start the
engine, you're moving a linkage inside the steering column that operates the ignition switch,
located halfway down the column. Replacement is easy. All you have to do is remove the plastic
steering-column cover. A long linkage ties the ignition lock cylinder with the ignition switch way
down the column. Replacement is a piece of cake. The steering wheel must be removed. Once
removed, press on a release pin inside the column at the lock cylinder. Turn the lock cylinder
toward "ACC" and pull it out. When we left off last night in our Week To Wicked Mustang LX
Sport project, we had just removed the stock engine and transmission and installed most of the
Maximum Motorsports suspension. The first step is installing full-length Fox-body Mustang
subframe connectors from Maximum Motorsports to our LX hatchback. Readers share the story
and pictures of their muscle Mustangs and fast Fords. We apologize for this inconvenience and
encourage you to visit Ford Mustang Ignition Switch Replacement. Mustang Monthly. How To.
Mustang Monthly How To Engine. Jim Smart. Photo Gallery View Photo Gallery. Sources
Mustangs Etc. Connect With Us. Stay informed with our Newsletter Sign Up Now. Most Popular.
View More Girls. See All News. Sponsored links. Related Articles. Mustang We're not completely
certain where the first key-operated ignition switches appeared. However, we are certain they've
made the world safer for our automobiles. Think of the ignition switch as your Mustang's sentry.
It acknowledges only the key you were given with the car, bringing your Mustang's engine and
all of its accessories to life with a twist. The ignition switch, its lock cylinder, and your key keep
things personal. Things become impersonal whenever the ignition switch or lock cylinder fail to
do their jobs. Few things make us feel more defeated than a car that won't start. The truth is,

ignition switches rarely fail. They typically work faithfully year after year. However, many classic
Mustangs still have their factory ignition switches and lock cylinders, installed when Lyndon
Johnson was president. It may be time for a change. Be sure to check out the side articles
below for steps on how to replace the ignition switch on your year Mustang. This Mustang
pro-touring build is anything but vaporwareâ€”it is the cutting edge real deal. The story of the
Shelby Ford Mustang G. We apologize for this inconvenience and encourage you to visit How to
Replace ''73 Mustang Ignition Switches. Canadian K-Code. Mustang Girl Monday Mustang.
Mustang Girl Monday: Mustang convertible. Mustang Monthly. How To. Mustang Monthly How
To Engine. Jim Smart. The ''66 Mustang ignition switch shown is tied to the electricalsystem
with a multiplex plug. The center post is for accessories. Thisswitch is retained by a
spring-loaded push-and-turn escutcheon. For , the Mustang's ignition switch changed for one
year only. Thinkof the '67 ignition switch as a little bit of old and a little bit ofnew. It looks
different with a fat barrel and a screw-on escutcheon, butit retains the ''style center accessory
power post and multiplexplug. This is the plug-in, ''69 ignition switch. Gone is the
centeraccessory post. Because this switch's load factor was apparently toohigh, it tended to
cook the wiring, so Ford included a new plug with thereplacement switch. When Ford went to
locking steering columns in , it completelychanged the ignition switch's appearance. For only,
the ignitionswitch was located below the top collar and actuated by a rod tied tothe ignition lock
cylinder, located at 4 o'clock on the column. It'seasy to replace. One problem--it's not available
new. This is the ''73 Mustang ignition switch. Because Ford changed thesteering column's
design for , the switch was located further downthe column near the bottom. Access is even
easier. Sources Dallas Mustang, Dept. Connect With Us. Stay informed with our Newsletter Sign
Up Now. Most Popular. View More Girls. See All News. Sponsored links. Related Articles.
Mustang Replace your old scratched up igition switch bezel with this OE-Correct bezel for your Mustang. All Classic Parts, Inc. ACP warrants its products with a limited one year warranty from
the date of purchase to be free from all defects in material and workmanship. The limited
warranty is void if the product is subjected to misuse, negligence, or operating conditions other
than those for which the product was designed, or has been repaired or altered outside the
supervision of ACP. This warranty does not cover the physical or chemical effects of any
corrosive process occurring within the operating environment of the product. This warranty is
extended to and enforceable by only the original retail purchaser. These devices are meant to
alert the operator of pending emergency conditions before internal engine damage occurs.
Failure to monitor these devices is considered to be operator neglect and is not a basis for
warranty. Defective product MUST be returned freight prepaid. All risks of loss or damage are
retained by the consumer while the goods are in the possession of the freight carrier en route to
the Authorized ACP Dealer. Email Address. First Name. You may unsubscribe via the link found
at the bottom of every email. See our Email Privacy Policy for details. Emails are serviced by
Constant Contact. Email Us. Contact us! Get your questions answered before, and lifetime tech
support after! Find t
2006 ford focus engine
vw sharan manual
danelectro 1984
he same part for less? Give us a chance to meet or beat it! Easy returns or refunds. View return
policy. Call Us Contact. My Cart. My Account. Select Your Mustang Find parts that fit your
vehicle No attributes to narrow your search. Clear Find Parts. Home - Return to Previous Page.
Additional Images. Qty :. Add to Cart Add to Wishlist. Special Notes Product Features: Replaces
an old, broken, or missing bezel to restore original appearance Metal construction with a
chrome plated finish OE-Correct text, sizing and specifications. Package Dimensions: W2. You
must login to post a review. Sign Up! Home Site Map Privacy. All Rights Reserved. Powered by
Web Shop Manager. Thanks for signing up! Email Lists - Mustang Parts. No Thanks. Sign In Or
Create an Account. Account Login. New Account. Need Help? Shop with Confidence We're the
Experts Contact us! Price Match Promise Find the same part for less? No Hassle Returns Easy
returns or refunds. What our customers say New Customer Forgot Password.

